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AN welcomes a new member of staff this month. Alexandra (Sandy) has joined
the team, initially to help out with a staff shortage at the shop - due to illness - and
in the longer term to assist with the work in the office. Sandy speaks English (and
German) and has been a leader at the two previous children’s camps. She has developed a good grasp of our accounting systems and has settled in well.
During the past month, more kindergartens have been able to benefit from the
generous stock of materials and toys from Haywards Heath, and we have finally
donated the last of the winter stock of knitwear and blankets. Despite their diversity, both types of donation have been very well received and we send thanks from
the beneficiaries to all those who provided them.
Give thanks ...
1. For the safe arrival of the first load of sanitary ware for the boys’ house, and
for the recent donations that allowed plumbing and electrical work to continue.
2. For a donation of vegetable seeds, helping people to grow food for themselves.
Please pray ...
1. For AN team members Valeria and Cornelius who are both on medical leave
this month, and for Sandy who is helping to cover for them.
2. For the long-term future of the boys’ house, its residents and management.
3. That the outcome of the UK vote will not hinder our help for the needy here.
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RoAF is essentially a faith-based organisation that relies on prayer. The Horley
team holds a monthly prayer meeting with an open invitation to all who are interested in our work. The venue can vary so please contact one of the RoAF team for
details. However, you don’t need to be in Horley - just remember to pause and
pray wherever you are and whenever the thought comes to mind..
Below and overleaf we offer some prayer pointers, but please feel free to add your
own items as they come to mind. Prayer is our connection with God’s ultimate
power source and, without prayer support, this work would achieve nothing.
In Billingshurst, the warehouse has been completely re-arranged and now has the
front reserved for items ready to load and the back ready to receive stock as it arrives. We are considering acquiring a small electric or gas-powered pallet lifter
especially as our warehouse neighbour would be willing to share the cost of one.
Meanwhile, in Swansea, the team is concerned about the increasing problems with
dampness in their warehouse, where careful management is needed to ensure that
our contents are adequately protected.
Both teams are preparing to send lorries in May, with another from Lampeter and
Swansea pencilled in for July. .Once again, we acknowledge the generosity of
many people in various parts of the UK, and elsewhere too.
Give thanks ...
1. For new helpers who have joined the Billingshurst warehouse team, and the
overwhelming response to the appeal for help with loading the latest lorry.
2. For the offer of a van to transport items from Horley to Billingshurst - but more
manpower would still be appreciated.
3. For early offers of funding for this year’s children’s camp in the summer.
Please pray ...
1. For safe and straightforward journeys by those bringing aid to Romania - new
border procedures are in place causing delays and potential complications.
2. For continuing health and enthusiasm for all those who make RoAF function,
plus finances to ensure the ongoing transport of aid from UK.
3. For the additional funding that will allow us to purchase the freehold of the
shop in Dorohoi in one year’s time.
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